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Reason for *
change:

Life-cycle management is lacking in current CSW-ebRIM specification.
Life-cycle management capability is key enabler for registry
applications, especially those requiring workflow processing.
Addition of an extensible Life-Cycle model would allow better support
for registry applications requiring workflow.
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Summary of *
change:

Define a declarative model for specifying a set of valid states.
States here refers to different values for the RegistryObject/@status
property.
Intent is to define the model fully in terms of ebRIM. Making the
model declarative allows it to be extended by the insert/update of
ClassificationNodes to the existing Status-Type ClassificationScheme.
Links between Status-Type nodes describe valid state transitions.
Optional transition guards could be included directly on the
transition links. Registry would enforce all transitions and guards.
Life-cycle update transaction to be rejected if invalid transition
specified or guard violated.
Depends on the addition of the Life-Cycle Update service method
(topic of a different change request). No additional changes to the
service interface should be required.

Consequences if CSW-ebRIM support for Life-cycle management would remain severely
limited. CSW-ebRIM would be unlikely to be adopted for workflow
not approved:
applications.
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